REAL RELIEF FOR FIRE VICTIMS

A story of one family out of twenty to whom the ICEJ delivered direct assistance in the form of a $1,000 gift to help them get back on their feet after the devastation of the recent fires in Israel.

THEY LOST SO MUCH

Father and daughter stand together in what remains of her upstairs bedroom. The entire family of 9 plus 2 grandchildren lost most of their house when they were forced to flee in the middle of the night to escape the fires.

WORDS OF THANKS

"It really touches me to hear that people around the world care. Thank you for your help," said one daughter.

The ICEJ gave blankets, towels, sheets, and gifts of toys for children in addition to the financial gift.

SHOMER ISRAEL

Another daughter prepared a special blessing of 'Shomer Israel' (Guardian of Israel) and placed it on the wall at the spot where the fire stopped.

They believe they are being watched over as is all of Israel.

You can bring hope to Israel! Learn more at ICEJ.ORG/Disaster-Relief